
Make it yours-
Non-formal education in heritage





Educational programmes for:

1. Preschoolers
2. Elementary school

students
3. Highschool students
4. Univesity students



The project titled 
“Stećko’s magical 
park” aimed to build a 
park inspired by 
valuable cultural and 
historical heritage and 
to hold interactive 
workshops for children 
from the kindergarten 
"Radost" in Kreševo.







"Stećko's Magic Park" 
has contributed to 
improving the 
conditions for the 
upbringing and 
education of children 
in this kindergarten, 
providing better 
conditions for play 
and physical 
development, as well 
as creating a safe 
space where they can 
learn about valuable 
heritage in a fun way, 
through play.







HERITAGE IN A SUITCASE

The project was realized in 
kindergartens in the area 
of Sarajevo and Kreševo.

The project is aimed at children 
aged 4 to 6 and employees of 
various public institutions, including 
kindergartens and museums in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.



Bridges to the Future: Stolac
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Bridges to the Future: Stolac



Project: Literature for all children
Partner: The Museum of Literature 
and Performing Arts of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
Project in numbers:
99 children from 8 regular and 
special schools participated in 5 
workshops.
20 teachers and educational workers 
participated in a roundtable 
discussion on importance of 
inclusion in elementary school.



The “Made of BiH” 
directory brings stories 
of ten businesses 
started by young 
people inspired by the 
richness of cultural 
heritage, as well as 
examples of specially 
designed shops started 
by young 
entrepreneurs with the 
aim of selling these 
products.

















The handbook is intended for high schools and various 
cultural institutions

“The main purpose of the handbook is to help 
secondary school teachers to design and hold 
classes on various topics related to cultural 
heritage, in order to encourage young people in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina to think about 
universal and common cultural heritage, its 
preservation, promotion and protection.

We believe that the use of this handbook will 
create interest in cultural heritage and 
contribute to raising awareness of young 
people about its importance, and develop a 
sense of responsibility and desire to participate 
in heritage preservation„ said Arijana Mandic, 
program manager of CHwB.









(In)visible

On the importance of national 
minorities in BiH society





Camps in numbers
(data from March 2019)

44 camps were held at
10 historical sites throughout the Western 
Balkans
participants were from 28 countries around the 
world
25+ professionals participated in the camps
111 restoration interventions were carried out
99 museum artifacts have been preserved
11 business plans were made
12 interpretation plans have been devised
1048 participants
77 volunteers
58.130 operating hours





"At this camp, for the first time in my life, 
I climbed on the roof and coated the 
wood. It was an incredible experience 
that will stay in my memory for a long 
time, as well as the people and pictures 
of Jajce in which we were, "said Berina
Verlašević (20 years old), a participant 
from Bosnia and Herzegovina. During the 
two weeks of the camp, the participants 
also visited various national monuments 
in the area of Jajce, Zenica and Travnik.



Students of architecture, construction, art 
history and related sciences from Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, Kosovo, Albania, 
Greece, Romania and Bulgaria worked as a 
team. They had educational restoration 
activities in the mill complex on the river Pliva, 
which is a national monument of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.
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